¿Que Hora Es? - Season 3 Episode Descriptions
Instructor Dr. Danny Evans teaches intermediate Spanish to you and
along the way, introduces you to aspects of the Hispanic culture.
DVD purchase includes 13 episodes in a 4-disc set. Digital download purchase includes 13 episodes in a
multi-file download.

Episode No.
1.

Dr. Danny Evans covers direct objects and provides a new conversation segment to help practice the fresh material.

2.

Definitions are provided for pronouns and a visit to a Salsa Studio to learn about the Salsa dance with Julian Mejía, owner of
Salsatlanta in Atlanta, Georgia.

3.

Instruction on use of the subjunctive tense and interesting facts about the people of Cuba are discussed.

4.

Review of the "nosotros" commands and explanation for the use of the word "ago" in Spanish. Visit to a Mexican
Restaurant that has its own gallery.

5.

Dr. Danny Evans provides a new set of prepositions and takes us back to the Carlos Museum at Emory University in Atlanta,
Georgia to learn about ancient Costa Rica.

6.

Instruction on three new Spanish language structure formulas, followed by a conversation segment at a car wash, putting
into practice these new formulas. Visit with friends from Puerto Rico.

7.

Discussion on false cognates to help prevent mistakes when speaking Spanish and a return visit to the Carlos Museum to
learn about Ancient Mexico.

8.

Expanded discussion on the verb “tener” and visit with a friend with a Bolivian residency.

9.

Instruction on equality and inequality and some helpful formulas to properly express terms. A return visit, takes us back to
the Carlos Museum to learn about Guatemala.

10. Dr. Evans teaches you about Spanish terms to use in cultural events to help us explore other cultures and talks about Cusco,
Peru, and about gestures people make.
11. Explanations for the use of the words "por" and "para" and another visit to the Carlos Museum to learn about Panama.
12. Learning the future perfect tense and then a visit to The Latin American Association to show you an alternative source for
learning Spanish.
13. Learning the conditional perfect tense and then a visit to the Carlos Museum to learn more about Perú.

